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2 BBMG Conscious Consumer Report: Redefining Value in a New Economy (2009)

of consumers say they would do more if they understood 
how a particular “green” action  could help the 

environment as well as benefit them personally.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Recyclebank Mission

Motivate individuals 
and communities to 

realize a world where 
nothing is wasted.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Incredibly bold and aspirational vision: our mission: to motivate individuals and communities to realize a world where nothing is wastedRecyclebank started as a simple turn-key solution to enable citizens and communities to engage in greener actions and to reap the benefits of their own positive environmental impact.  -We are well positioned at the intersection of a heightened awareness of sustainability in the macro economy. We engage individuals and communitiesWe utilize multiple forms of currency (social, financial, etc)Recyclebank Relevance AuthenticResonates within the sustainability community and among influencersTangibleReal metrics showcasing real resultsAccessibleMakes sense to everyone EasyRight outside your doorEmotionalDo good
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ECONOMIC, SOCIAL & INFORMATIONAL 
CURRENCY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So changing behaviour is difficult.Who here has started the process of making a New Year’s resolution to start going to the gym in a bid to get healthier or lose weight - enthusiastically turned up for the initial sessions, only to find that 6 months later you are still paying the membership fee, but the last time you went to the gym was the first week in Feb!! Don’t worry I am not expecting any of you to own up, but I am sure you get the point, that changing your behaviour is difficult, especially when it takes real physical effort and more time out of your day.So if going to the gym is hard, then it takes a lot of effort especially for those individuals who have not led that sort of lifestyle before, to walk or ride a bike (add to that the uncomfortable experience, if it is raining or freezing cold!!!).  Everyone has different things that motivate them in life, the best solution is one that offers choice, so that different individuals can choose their own motivational goals.Therefore, Recyclebank uses more techniques than just rewards to motivate individuals.  We adopt what we call economic, social & informational currency.Economic being what you know as points which translate to rewards for an individual, with an added twist that we provide both local and national rewards, and at a local level, this helps drives business into the local economy, so not only an economic benefit to the individual but also the local economy.Social, includes a number concepts many of these tend to be centered around a trend known as ‘Gamification’ but in laymans terms, this is things such as Competitions, interactive learning modules, leaderboards & refer-a-friend Informational, without the knowledge of what you are doing and the best way of doing it, or the impact it has its hard to know what to do and in time if the benefits are not clear you will lose the feel good factor of why you are doing it.  So we adopt educational elements into our solutions as well as more efficient ways of doing things, such as working out the quickest route to travel from A to B. In constructing our solution for TfL we will adopt all of these methods.
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EarnRecycle Reward
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show the video clip. This media coverage highlights -How our platform worksHow consumers respondThe significant value for our partners
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Transportation Waste Energy      Water        Lifestyle

Incentives     Motivation     Education

Community Action
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Mass Motivation: Small actions make a big impact

Move them a little…

…and they will 
make a difference

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Impact: move that mass an inch and you can make a significant impact
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Recyclebank Media

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show the video clip. This media coverage highlights -How our platform worksHow consumers respondThe significant value for our partners
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Neighbor Comparison
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Example Incentive Structure
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Learn & Earn

On-going Engagement

Seasonal Campaigns
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